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HMHV-101: Social Contours of Health (Fall 2018) 
 
Instructor: Dr. Owen Whooley 
owenwho@unm.edu 
Department of Sociology 
 
 
Tues/Thurs 11:00am-12:15pm  
Mitchell Hall, Rm. 115 

 
 
Course Overview 
 
The healthcare situation in the United States is curious, complicated, and often frustrating for 
both patients and physicians. On the one hand, the U.S. has the most technologically advanced 
medical sciences, complete with incredible life-saving treatments.  Our medical schools are the 
envy of the world. On the other hand, American health indicators lag far behind most developed 
countries, despite the fact that the U.S. far outspends the rest of the world on health care. For 
example, the U.S. ranks 53rd in infant mortality rates, worse than countries like Cuba, Latvia, 
and Hungary.   Money and technology have not translated into sterling health.  Even after the 
passage of the Affordable Care Act in 2010, our healthcare problems remain stubbornly 
unresolved. What gives? 
 
These persistent problems carry an important lesson; to understand health in the U.S. we can’t 
just focus on what happens in hospitals. A wide array of social factors shapes our individual and 
collective experiences of health and illness.  This is especially true for New Mexico, a poor, 
diverse state with a unique set of healthcare challenges.   
 
As future medical professionals, it is important to take a “wider lens” so that you may navigate 
the messy U.S. healthcare system more effectively.  This is precisely what this course aims to 
cultivate. We will spend the semester developing and applying a critical “sociological 
imagination” that examines issues of health and illness as social issues. Among the many 
questions we will address include: 

 How do social stressors “get into” the body and affect health? 

 How do race, class, and gender ideologies affect how we think about disease? 

 What are the limits/problems with prevailing models of cultural competency?  
 
While we will search for answers, the goal of this course to develop a particular way of asking 
questions that cut to the heart of the matter. 
 
Learning Goals 
 
In this course, you will be introduced to the concepts, ideas, and theories from the sociology of 
health & illness.   It is hoped that by the end of the semester you will have gained mastery over 
two essential insights. First, you will become acquainted with the ways in which social factors 
shape health outcomes.  Rather than viewing health and illness as purely physiological or 
biological phenomena, we will explore how institutions and social structures affect well-being. 
In sociological jargon, this is called the social determinants of health perspective. By the 
end the semester, you will understand how illness is shaped by the social context in which it 
unfolds. 
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The second insight is a bit more elusive, but no less important.  You will come away from this 
course with an appreciation of the ways in which cultural and social understandings shape how 
we make sense of, and even experience, disease.  Our biological accounts of disease and the body 
– the hard science of medicine –are influenced by extra-scientific social logics (i.e. moral values, 
political ideology, racism, etc).  To understand how we define health, therefore, requires looking 
beyond the laboratory.  In sociology jargon, this is called the social construction of disease 
perspective. Of crucial importance here is an exploration of how meanings and understandings 
are constructed at the level of the doctor/patient interaction.  
 
Breaking these down into specific learning goals, by the end of the semester, you will be able to: 

1. Identify, summarize, and apply sociological theories and concepts to the analysis of 
contemporary medical problems 

2. Identify and theorize about the social causes of illness in society. 
3. Explain how social inequalities – race, class and gender – affect the distribution, 

understanding and experience of illness. 
4. Effectively communicate the above outcomes in verbal and written forms. 

 
Evidence of meeting these learning outcomes will be assessed through course assignments and 
class participation (see below). 
 
Expectations 
 

1) Actively Learn: This course operates according to the principles of Active Learning.  In 
essence, this means that I expect you to be an active participant, not a passive observer.  
You are expected to do the readings, contribute to class discussions and activities, and 
remain intellectually engaged throughout the semester. Although I will lecture 
occasionally, the course is oriented around cultivating discussions. 
 

2) Put in the Work Outside of Class: This is not a course in which you can just show up to 
class and expect to do well.  Per UNM’s general guidelines, you should expect to devote 2 
to 3 hours of outside work for every hour spent in class.  Translating this general rule of 
thumb to this particular course, I expect you to dedicate at least FOUR HOURS of 
outside work (i.e. reading, reviewing, writing, etc.) per week. If you are willing 
to put in this work, you will be successful, as this course is structured to reward hard 
work. 
 

3) Read, Read, and Then Read Some More– There’s no getting around it.  You have to read 
to succeed in this course. This course demands close reading of what can be difficult 
texts. I treat the course as an ongoing conversation, and in order to participate in this 
conversation, you need to have the requisite familiarity with the texts.  While I have done 
my best to keep the readings to a manageable length, it is imperative, not only for your 
grade, but for the quality of the class discussion, that you read them carefully and 
actively.  This means taking notes as you read and marking passages of interest or 
confusion. 
  

4) Ask Questions – The goal of this class is not to find all the right answers, but rather to 
learn how to ask the compelling questions.  The only way to develop this questioning 
habit is to ask questions. The most natural outlet for these questions is the WTF 
discussion of Black Board. I will also expect you to come to each class with questions in 
mind, but if I notice that this is not happening, I may require you to submit ONE 
question pertaining to the texts before each class.   
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5) Speak Openly and Respectfully – As we will learn, sociology is built on questioning 

basic, taken-for-granted assumptions.  Such a critical perspective, although liberating, 
can be uncomfortable. This course touches on sensitive topics that can be highly charged 
emotionally.  I would like to make this classroom a space where we can explore 
conflicting ideas without hostility.  To do so, we need to allow for dissenting voices to 
emerge.  Thus, I expect you to be open to others; perspectives and respectfully disagree 
when the opportunity comes. 
 

6) Be Honest – I expect you to do the readings and come to class prepared.  If, for some 
reason, you can’t, please be honest with me.  I have much more sympathy for candid 
answers than tall tales about a distant relative’s demise or a road runner’s voracious 
appetite. 

 
Contact Info 
 
Email me and I will respond as quickly as possible.  To be on the safe side, any questions 
regarding an assignment due the next day should be emailed before 5:00pm the night before.  
Anything later and I can’t guarantee that I’ll get back to you in time.  
 
Our graduate assistant (GA) is Keith Wilkins, a PhD student in the sociology department. His 
email is kwilkins1@unm.edu. 
 
Periodically, I will send information to you via your UNM email address.  It is essential that you 
check your email regularly– at least once a day –to ensure that you do not miss any important 
announcements. 
 
Office Hours 
 
My office hours are on Fridays from 12:30pm to 2:30pm or by appointment.  My office is located 
on the first floor of the Social Sciences Building, 1st floor, room 1068.  
 
Keith’s office hours are TBD.  I will post them on BlackBoard. 
 
Required Texts 
 
There is no required text to purchase for this class.  All the readings all posted on Black Board. 
 
Students will need to purchase exam books (“Blue books”) for the in-class exams. There are 
available for purchase at the bookstore. 
 
UNM Learn Blackboard  
 
Course readings are available on UNM Learn.  To access the course portal, log into 
learn.unm.edu, using your NetId and password. Your courses should be listed on the home page. 
Simply select the link for HMHV-101 and proceed. If you do not know how to use Blackboard or 
can’t figure it out, let me know.  
 
Readings are listed on the syllabus for the day it’s supposed to be read by. For example, Joel 
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Best’s article, “The Importance of Social Statistics”, is listed in the syllabus under Tuesday, 
September 11th. You should read it by Monday night (9/10) and be prepared to discuss it in class 
the next day. 
 
I reserve the right to make changes and alterations to the syllabus with the class’s permission. 
 
Grading and Assignments 
 
To cut down our use of trees, I will ask you to email your assignments to me 
(owenwho@unm.edu) and Keith (kwilkins1@unm.edu) as an attachment (by 5:00pm on the day 
they are due). I will then email the papers back to you with comments and your grade. I expect 
that everyone knows how to compose an email and attach a file to it.  Let me know if you have 
technical issues that need to be sorted out. 
 
Personal Reflection: To get you thinking about the effects of the social world on health, you 
will be asked to write a short reflection paper (2-3 pages, double-spaced) that discusses your 
own (or your family’s) experience with healthcare. This paper can discuss these experiences 
generally or focus on a particular incidence (i.e. an illness a relative experienced). Due Thursday, 
September 13th. Details to follow. (Worth 10% of Final Grade) 
 
In-Class Exams: This course has two in-class exams.  The first will be held during class on 
October 2nd and will cover readings and lectures through September 27th. The second will be 
held on December 6th, and will cover readings and lecture from October 4th through November 
29th. (Each worth 15% of Final Grade) 
 
Social Biography of a Disease: For this research assignment, each student will be assigned 
a partner and a disease to research.  Students will then have to locate AT LEAST 4 relevant 
scholarly articles that address the social factors related to this disease.  Students will then 
compose a “social biography” of their disease, a short paper (4 to 5 pages, double-spaced).  
Students will append an annotated bibliography to their paper.  The assignment is due on 
October 16th. Details to follow. (Worth 20% of Final Grade) 
 
Group Project: For this assignment, students will be asked to complete a group project based 
on the readings in section 3. Each student will be assigned to a group (4 to 5 students). The 
project will consist of a formal 15 minute group presentation as well as a group paper (6 pages, 
double-spaced).  The paper is due in class on November 1st, with the in-class presentations 
beginning on that day.  Details to follow. (Worth 15% of Final Grade) 
 
Take Home Final Paper: The final exam is a take home examination, in which I will ask you 
to write a short paper (5 pages, double-spaced) dealing with themes that cover the entire course.  
I will provide the paper prompt no later than December 4th.  You will have 1 week to complete 
the assignment and email it to me by Tuesday, December 11th, 5:00pm MST.  Details to follow.  
(Worth 15% of Final Grade) 
 
Class Participation: Class participation will be assessed according to two dimensions: a 
students’ participation in in-class activities and his or her participation on-line.  The former will 
be assessed on the basis of the quantity and quality of student’s engagement in class discussions 
and group activities.  The latter will be assessed according to students’ contribution to our online 
discussion boards, “WTF” and “That’s Interesting”. (Worth 10% of Final Grade) 
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NOTE: I do call on students randomly from time to time, so be prepared. If I sense that people 
are not doing the readings, I reserve the right to institute reading quizzes. 
 
Grading Breakdown 

 Personal Reflection (10%) 
Two In-Class Exams (15% each) 
Disease Biography (20%) 
Group Assignment (15%) 
Take Home Final (15%) 
Participation (10%) 
 

Late assignments will be docked 5% points for every day they are late, unless there are 
extenuating circumstances that you inform me about PRIOR to the assignment deadline. 
 
Disputing a grade: If you wish to dispute a grade, I will ask you to provide a 2-page typed 
statement that summarizes why you think you were graded unfairly or incorrectly.  I will then 
meet with you to discuss the issue. 
 
Etc. 
 

Academic Dishonesty: All students are required to read and abide by UNM’s policies on academic 

honesty and integrity (https://pathfinder.unm.edu/campus-policies/academic-dishonesty.html). 

Academic dishonesty includes, but is not limited to, dishonesty in quizzes, tests, or assignments as well as 

claiming credit for work not done or done by others. Violations of these policies will result in disciplinary 

action. I will not tolerate plagiarism and cheating.  For the first violation, student will receive a ZERO on 

the assignment. A second violation will result in an F in the course. I will also report each infraction in 

writing to the Dean of Students, who may impose additional sanctions or refer the matter to the Student 

Conduct Committee for a determination of whether additional sanctions are warranted. 

 

If you have a question about what constitutes plagiarism or how to properly cite research, your best bet is 

to contact me and ask. For more information on plagiarism, see 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/589/01/  

 

No Social Media during Class: Texting during class will not be tolerated and will result in an 

automatic deduction of 5% from your participation grade. During class, you should be taking notes and 

participating in the discussion, not staring at your phones.  Likewise, if you choose to bring a laptop or 

tablet to class, they should be used for note taking purposes only; your WiFi must be turned off.  If 

electronic devices become a problem, I reserve the right to ban them from class. 

 

Special Needs: Any student who, because of a disability, may require some special arrangements in 

order to meet course requirements should contact the instructor as soon as possible to make necessary 

accommodations.  It is the responsibility of the student to request accommodations for individual 

learning needs from the Accessibility Resource Center (ARC) on campus.  UNM will make every attempt 

to accommodate all qualified students with disabilities. For further information, contact ARC at (505) 

277-3506 or visit its webpage at as2.unm.edu. 

 

DACA: As an educator, I fully support the rights of undocumented students to an education and to live 

free from the fear of deportation. I pledge that I will not disclose the immigration status of any student 

who shares this information with me unless required by a judicial warrant, and I will work with students 

who require immigration-related accommodations. 
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Introduction  
 
Tuesday, August 21 – Welcome 
 
Thursday, August 23 – The Sociological Imagination 

o C. Wright Mills “The Promise” (1-7) 
 
Tuesday, August 28 – The Sociology of Health and Illness  

o Ruth Horowitz and Jennifer Jennings, with Owen Whooley. “Health and Medicine,” The 
Sociology Project 2.0 (370-397) 

o Watch video, NOVA: Epigenetics (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xG8nt9OlODo)   
 

 
Social Determinants of Health  

 
Thursday, August 30 – America, Land of Inequality 

o Matthew Stewart, “The New American Aristocracy” (1-39) 
o Richard Wilkinson and Kate Pickett, The Spirit Level (3-14) 

  
Tuesday, September 4 – Social Determinants of Health Perspective 

o Bruce Link and Jo Phelan, “Social Conditions as Fundamental Causes of Disease” (80-
94) [READ TWICE] 

 
Thursday, September 6 – Social determinants of health perspective, continued 

o Readings: Richard Wilkinson and Kate Pickett, The Spirit Level (15-45, 73-87) 
 
Tuesday, September 11 – How to Think Statistically 

o Joel Best, “The Importance of Social Statistics” from Damned Lies and 
Statistics (9-29) 

 
Thursday, September 13 – Exercise: How to Read and Assess a Statistical Analysis 

o Brian Soller, “Caught in a Bad Romance” (56-72) 
 

<<DUE: Personal Reflection Paper>> 
 
Tuesday, September 18 – Stress Process 

o Robert M. Sapolsky, “Why Don’t Zebras Get Ulcers?” (1-18) 
 
Thursday, September, 20 – Library Visit 

o Rene S. Kahn et – “Disease Primer: Schizophrenia” (1-23) 
 
Tuesday, September 25 – Social Determinants: Some Greatest Hits  

o John B. McKinlay and Sonja M. McKinlay, “Medical Measures and the Decline of 
Mortality” (10-23) 

o James House et al, “Social Relationships and Health” (93-102) 
 
Thursday, September 27 – Review/Catch Our Breath Day 
 
Tuesday, October 2 – In Class Exam #1 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xG8nt9OlODo
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Thinking about and Defining Disease  
 
Thursday, October 4 – You Call that a Disease?  Medicalization  

o Peter Conrad and Kristin Barker “The Social Construction of Illness” (67-81)  
o Peter Conrad “The Shifting Engines of Medicalization” (3-14) 

 
Tuesday, October 9 – Sell the Disease, Sell the Pill 

o Christopher Lane, “Direct to Consumer” (104-139) 
o Janice Irvine, “Selling Viagra” (39-44) 

 
Thursday, October 11 – FALL BREAK (NO CLASS) 
 
Tuesday, October 16 – The Social Construction of Medical Knowledge 

o Allan Horwitz and Jerome Wakefield, “The Epidemic in Mental Illness” (19-30) 
o Rene Anspach, “Prognostic Conflict in Life and Death Decisions,” (215-231)   

 
<<DUE: Disease Social Biography>> 

 
Thursday, October 18 – Acting Sick: How to Be a Patient 

o Barbara Ehrenreich, “Welcome to Cancerland” (43-53) 
o Kate Lebo, “The Loudproof Room” (96-99) 
o Sharon O’Brien, “Depressives in the Lounge” (180-191) 

 
Tuesday, October 23 – The Patient/Doctor Interaction 

o Jerome Groopman, “What’s the Trouble?” (1-10) 
o Jerome Groopman, “Your Medical Mind” (49-67 and 211-218) 
o Ezekiel Emanuel and Linda L. Emanuel, “Four Models of the Physician-Patient 

Relationship”  (2221-2226) 
 
Thursday, October 25 – Challenging Medical Authority  

o Michael S. Goldstein, “The Growing Acceptance of Complementary and Alternative 
Medicine” (284-298) 

o Steve Silberman, “Placebos Are Getting More Effective. Drugmakers Are Desperate to 
Know Why” (1-14) 

 
  

Health and Inequalities  
 
Tuesday, October 30 –The Perverse Economics of Health Care 

o Atul Gawande, “The Cost Conundrum”   
o Peter Hessler, “Dr. Don” (1-12) 
o Theresa Morris, “The C-Section Epidemic” (70-72) 

 
Thursday, November 1 – CLASS PRESENTATIONS 
 
Tuesday, November 6 – CLASS PRESENTATIONS 
 
Thursday, November 8 – Racism and its Many Flavors  

o Ann Morning, “Race” (44-46) 
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o Elaine McArdle, “Sociologists on the Colorblind Question?” (34-37) 
 
Tuesday, November 13 – Race and Medicine 

o David R. Williams and Michelle Sternhal, “Understanding Racial-ethnic Disparities in 
Health: Sociological Contributions” (S15-S27) 

o Ryan Blistein, “Racism’s Hidden Toll” (1-13) 
 
Thursday, November 15 – Tainted Legacies: Medicine and Race 

 Jane Lawrence, “The Indian Health Service and the Sterilization of Native American 
Women” (400-419) 

     OR 

 Harriet Washington, “Medical Apartheid” (157-185) 
 
Tuesday, November 20 – Inequality is Not Destiny: Latino Health Paradox 

o Tamara Dubowitz, Lisa M. Bates, and Dolores Acevedo-Garcia, “The Latino Health 
Paradox” (106-123) 

 
Thursday, November 22 – THANKSGIVING (NO CLASS) 
 
Tuesday, November 27 – Cultural Competency and Beyond 

o Paul Farmer et al, “Structural Violence and Clinical Medicine” (1686-1691) 
o Arthur Kleinman and Peter Benson, “Anthropology in the Clinic” (1673-1676) 
o Katherine C. Brooks, “A Silent Curriculum” (1909-1910) 

 
Thursday, November 29 – Feminine Hygiene 

o Chloe E. Bird and Patricia P. Reiker, Gender and Health (16-45, and 54-73)  
 
Tuesday, December 4 – Wrapping Up and Review 
 
Thursday, December 6 – In-Class Exam #2 
 
Tuesday, December 11 – FINALS WEEK  
 

<<DUE: Take Home Final Paper, 5:00pm>> 
 
 


